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Interview with Michel Bassot, General Manager of Bigben Connected SA

Accessorizing
smartphones
Bigben Connected SA
65/67 rue de la Victoire
75009 Paris
France
 +33 1 43121212
 contact@
bigben-connected.com
 www.
bigben-connected.com

Two major developments in the retail sector are playing into the
hands of suppliers of accessories for mobile phones and other connected devices: the growing trend for making every shopping trip an
exciting experience and the increasing significance of the smartphone
as an integral part of our daily life. Bigben Connected SA is one these
fast-evolving suppliers. The French leader in mobile phone accessories is constantly developing new high-quality gadgets designed to
maintain and add value.
grow to 240 million EUR,” states

hands-free car kits, and smart-

Michel Bassot, General Manager

watches and other wearables. “All

of Bigben Connected. Bigben

three product segments are con-

comprises three complementary

tinuing to evolve very dynamically,”

product divisions: video games

says Mr. Bassot.

and gaming accessories, audio de-

Installation of
the screen protector
is super-fast and easy

vices, and smartphone and tablet

Across the entire portfolio, Bigben

accessories. “Games are our origi-

has its own brand-name products.

nal segment,” explains Mr. Bassot.

“Before introducing a new prod-

“We are both a hardware supplier

uct, we conduct comprehensive

and games publisher.” The audio

market analyses in order to find

range includes a wide choice of

the perfect design and position-

headsets, earphones and wireless

ing,” Mr. Bassot notes, describ-

speakers. The specialty of Bigben

ing the company’s approach to

Bigben Connected is the French

Connected is smartphone accesso-

product development. “All market

market leader in mobile phone ac-

ries, such as cases and protective

launches are accompanied by

cessories and part of Bigben Inter-

covers, charging and connecting

targeted advertising campaigns,

active, a globally operating distrib-

cables, power banks, cradles,

including fancy TV spots.” In many

utor of multimedia equipment and
connected devices. Headquartered
in Lesquin in northern France, BigGeneral Manager Michel Bassot is
focusing on developing new products
and new distribution channels

ben Interactive has operations in
Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Hong Kong and
the USA. In the last financial year
ending in March 2017, the group
recorded sales of 208 million EUR.
“We expect this year’s revenues to
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Bigben has developed and manufactured an exclusive drone for the French
telecommunications group Orange
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With lifetime guarantee: the Bigben Force
Case is the ultimate smartphone case

The latest iteration of the official
World Rally Championships game
developed for Playstation 4

The original Bigben Force Glass
screen protector is available for many
smartphone models

marketing campaigns, Bigben

operators. “We are also selling

ready turned their stores into mod-

works together with its sales part-

through internet platforms like Am-

ern, smart places which are at-

ners. “Our distribution partners

azon and through concept stores

tracting new customers,” explains

are exclusively mentioned in the

to develop new customer groups,”

Mr. Bassot. “This development is

campaigns, which draws people

says Mr. Bassot.

also leading to higher demand for

into the store,” states Mr. Bassot.

accessories such as phone cases

“This creates a genuine pull effect,

In addition to new product devel-

and power banks. At the same

is where our products come into

which is very important to us.” Two

opment, Bigben is focusing on the

time, the smartphone is becoming

play as they offer an ideal solu-

of the best-selling Bigben products

constant optimization of its internal

more and more an integral part

tion for protecting the phone and

are the phone case Force Case

processes and taking advantage

of our life. Instead of being pur-

preserving its value. With the con-

and the screen protector Force

of digitalization in logistics. “For

chased, however, smartphones are

stantly growing significance of the

Glass, both of which come with a

example, we have implemented

increasingly being used on a leas-

smartphone for our daily lives, our

lifetime guarantee. Another highly

an automated subsequent deliv-

ing or rental basis. This requires

accessory products are increasing

successful product has been

ery system for our customers,”

the phone to be kept in perfect

in value and status, too.”

developed for the telecommuni-

Mr. Bassot points out. “As soon

condition until it is returned. This

cations group Orange: an aerial

as an article is sold, a new one

With its strong focus on product in-

drone which is being distributed in

is automatically delivered. Digital

novation and development, Bigben

ten countries. Besides marketing

invoicing is also becoming

is in a perfect position to benefit

its own branded articles, Bigben

more and more popular.

from these market trends. “We will

supplies private-label products to

Last year, we moved over

continue to create new value-add-

internationally recognized brands,

20 million products. To ac-

ing products and attractive brands

such as major fashion labels. “In

complish this as efficiently

and bring them onto the market,

the past, we distributed third-party

as possible, we are continu-

in close cooperation with our retail
Speaker and lamp
in one: the Bigben
Lumin’us unicorn
wireless speaker
with LED lighting

brands under license,” Mr. Bassot

ously working on new digital

says, explaining the change in the

business processes.” Bigben is

business model of Bigben. “Today,

also benefiting from the grow-

we are designing and manufactur-

ing trend towards making

ing for these brands.” Important

every shopping trip an

also be developing further distri-

customers of Bigben are Orange,

exciting experience.

bution channels such as the new

SFR and other major telephone

“Many retailers have al-

concept stores.”

www.european-business.com

market analyses and accompanied
by targeted marketing campaigns,”
says Mr. Bassot. “And we shall
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partners, verified by high-level

Interview with Claire Sananikone, Communications Manager at AdopteUnMec

Dating portal where women reign
The customer is king, or in this case, the
customer is queen, because at AdopteUnMec,
it is definitely ladies first. AdopteUnMec is
the introduction portal where ladies can bag
themselves a bargain. Based in Paris, the
concept was created by two friends, Florent
Steiner and Manuel Conejo. Their idea was to
create an online dating website where women
are in the driving seat in terms of selecting
potential partners. Over the past ten years,
the development of the AdopteUnMec enterprise has been truly astounding; the company is now well known across Europe and
Central and South America.
AdopteUnMec is recognized for its fun advertising

“The founders came up with the

files, and they can either contact

service anywhere at any time. The

therefore no longer operate in that

idea after female friends had com-

the men directly themselves, or the

features include geographical lo-

market. Usually, when we enter a

plained about uncomfortable expe-

men send them so-called charms

calization so that potential contacts

new market, the first year is free to

riences while using internet dating

to introduce themselves. In line

from the user’s own region can be

all users. However, we adapt our

websites,” explains Communica-

with the philosophy of AdopteUn-

identified. “The smartphone app

monetization system according to

tions Manager Claire Sananikone.

Mec, the service is free for women,

has really taken off,” underlines

the country and culture. In some

“In real life, women are often the

while men pay to have access to

Ms. Sananikone. “It is very widely

countries, the trial phase is longer

subject of harassment from men

the platform. “We have a very dif-

used. We have just introduced a

than in others.” The AdopteUnMec

and this phenomenon is repeated

ferent approach to other online

new version with a digital vocal as-

name is also adapted to suit the

online. Messrs. Steiner and Conejo

introduction sites,” stresses Ms.

sistant called Cyril, who reacts to

country of operation; in Spain it is

decided to create an introduction

Sananikone. “It is all quite tongue-

vocal input in a similar way to Ap-

called AdoptaUnTio, for example,

website where the women are in

in-cheek and ironic. The women

ple’s Siri. He uses a special algo-

while in Argentina and Mexico it is

control, and they choose the con-

are encouraged to go ‘shopping’

rithm to search for the right match,

named AdoptaUnChico. The com-

tacts that they would like to make.

for a man. When she finds a pro-

and both men and women are able

pany currently turns over approxi-

Initially, this was developed with

file she likes, she puts him in her

to reserve their choices.”

mately 28 million EUR per year.

just their own friends in mind, but

shopping trolley. It is playful and

it very quickly grew into an interna-

fun, and this approach has gener-

Headquartered in Paris and still

The typical AdopteUnMec cus-

tional concern.”

ated tremendous success. The

100% owned by Messrs. Steiner

tomer is between 18 and 35 years

fact that men have to pay doesn’t

and Conejo, AdopteUnMec now

old, with an average age of 26.

The AdopteUnMec system identi-

put them off; we have just as many

also operates in Spain, Italy,

Digitalization has played a key role

fies potential partners not just on

male profiles in the system as

Poland, Turkey, Brazil, Mexico,

in determining the market and

the basis of general data – age,

female.” The technology that the

Argentina and Columbia. “We had

driving demand. “Digitalization has

location and interests for example,

company uses has not stood still.

a website in Germany in the past,”

revolutionized the way in which

it also uses attitudes and habits as

In addition to its user-friendly web-

notes Ms. Sananikone. “However,

people meet,” stresses the Com-

important selection criteria. Wom-

site, AdopteUnMec has developed

the idea and format were adopted

munications Manager. “Percep-

en then choose their preferred pro-

a smartphone app to deliver its

by another operator, and we

tions have completely changed.

EUROPEAN
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AdopteUnMec

10 Place Vendôme
75001 Paris
France
 +33 1 53409910
 support@
adopteunmec.com
 www.adopteunmec.com

In the past, people were ashamed
to admit that they had found their
partner via the internet. Today it
is very different. For the younger
generation, it is completely normal

Attention-grabbing: one of AdopteUnMec’s most successful ad campaigns involved men displayed like dolls in boxes

to meet new friends and partners
through the internet – it is a part of
everyday life. These days, there are

can organize their day in a way

many introduction portals; some of

which works for them. “The only

them are quite general, others tar-

important thing is that the work

get people with specific interests.

gets done,” adds Ms. Sananikone.

Every day we see the evidence of

“This approach is quite typical in

our success. We receive invitations

Scandinavia, but in France it is

to weddings, or thank you notes

very unusual.” Even the compa-

from people who have found their

ny’s advertising is light-hearted. In

partner through our website.”

one of its early promotional campaigns, aimed at raising awareness
of the AdopteUnMec name and

proach of AdopteUnMec is not

profile, the company created a

restricted to its introduction

boutique, where men were dis-

services. With 40 employees,

played as dolls in boxes. “It was

this philosophy is instilled into all

a very strong advertisement from

aspects and levels of the company

which we profited significantly,”

itself. “We even have a Happiness

notes Ms. Sananikone. “Today, we

Manager,” laughs Ms. Sananikone.

generally use more conventional

“This person takes care of the

advertising methods.” Despite its

well-being of our employees. We

success, AdopteUnMec is aiming

have yoga courses, and we provide

to expand into new markets, and

a massage service, for example.

is also open to developing its core

We also have team events as often

product, nevertheless remaining

as possible, which the company

true to its principle of women as

organizes. Last year we went ski-

the focal point. In the world of on-

ing together.” Work-life balance is

line introduction portals, at least as

also a huge consideration. Instead

far as AdopteUnMec is concerned,

of having set working hours, staff

women continue to reign.

7
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The new AdopteUnMec app: women can search for their ideal partner while on the
move

With the AdopteUnMec introduction portal, women are in focus; they make the
selections and control contact so that they feel safe and secure
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The playful and humourful ap-

Interview with Thibault Guillaume, President of VitrineMedia Enterprise

Genuinely remarkable
Illuminated shop window displays are a perfect local vehicle to present your products or services, attract new customers and enhance brand recognition. One of the global leaders in this
fast evolving market is VitrineMedia Enterprise. The privately owned French company delivers genuinely remarkable, complete LED and LCD signage solutions for all kinds of outlets,
that enable efficient communication and make a lasting impression. On average, its customers – more than 40,000 worldwide – increase their sales by 30%.

VitrineMedia Enterprise is a lead-

plains Mr. Guillaume. “When we

ing global supplier of LED and LCD

started ten years ago, we focused

signage solutions for real estate

on real estate agencies. These are

agencies, retail outlets and many

still our main target group but over

other sectors including banks,

the years we have successfully di-

hotels, pharmacies and travel

versified into other sectors such as

agencies. Founded in 2007, the

retail businesses, car dealerships

company pioneered backlit LED

and travel agencies.”

window displays in the French
real estate agency market. Since

VitrineMedia sets itself apart

then, it has delivered more than

through the use of the latest,

one million displays to over 40,000

energy-saving LED technology and

customers all over the world. “Display cabinets have been used for

VitrineMedia’s main focus is on LED and LCD display solutions for real estate agencies and other points of sale, as for example pharmacies, banks, or travel agencies

premium-quality backlight paper
for its displays, which has been

centuries to present products or

specially designed to maximize the

services,” says President Thiba-

visual impact of all display media.

ult Guillaume. “We took the idea

as franchise partners in many

hensive product range offered by

“We do not have any direct com-

and adapted it to today’s needs

other countries. All products are

VitrineMedia includes illuminated

petitors as we are the only compa-

and LED and LCD technologies to

manufactured in a state-of-the-art

window displays for images (VM

ny with this innovative technology

provide an attractive, dynamic so-

production facility in Xinxu, China,

CABLE) and slideshows or videos

and because we specialize in real

lution for shop windows and other

which is also home to the com-

(VM LIGHT & PLAY), illuminated

estate agencies and retail outlets,”

advertising spaces.”

pany’s research and development,

display stands (VM STAND) and

states Mr. Guillaume. “We are a

purchasing and quality assurance

kiosks (VM KIOSK) for points of

pure player with a distinct technol-

Based in Boulogne-Billancourt

units. “Through our own plant in

sale, showrooms, exhibitions and

ogy and market focus. We have

in the western suburbs of Paris,

China, we can provide the qual-

many other places as well as spe-

all development and production

VitrineMedia employs 300 people

ity required by the market and

cial countertop display solutions

capabilities in-house and cover

and turns over 17 million EUR.

implement new, technologically

(VM DOCK). “Rather than just of-

the entire processing chain, from

The company has offices through-

innovative concepts,” states Mr.

fering display products, we provide

engineering and design to manu-

out France, subsidiary companies

Guillaume. “In addition, we have

complete LED and LCD signage

facturing and logistics through to

in Portugal, Spain, Australia,

our own LCD Technology Center

solutions, including customized

quality assurance and after-sales

Canada, China and Japan as well

in southern France.” The compre-

printing and uploading tools,” ex-

services.” VitrineMedia operatesin

EUROPEAN
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• Get to know leading heads in economy
and politics
• Exclusive interviews
• More than 1,000 Business Profiles
• Specials on industries and
selected topics
• Free newsletter

VitrineMedia Enterprise
50 Route de la Reine
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
France
 +33 1 49210061
 +33 1 70248559
 contact@vitrinemedia.com
 www.vitrinemedia.com

a global growth market, spurred on

plans to grow its international posi-

by the growing digitalization of the

tion. “At present, we have custom-

advertising industry. “The market

ers in 28 countries,” explains Mr.

is highly dynamic and advancing

Guillaume. “The goal is to have a

very rapidly,” explains Mr. Guil-

significant market presence and

laume. “Through our display solu-

brand awareness in 50 countries

tions, customers can grow their

by 2020. When we started, we did

visibility, turnover and profit. On

not expect to be that successful.

average, our customers achieve an

But we are still at the beginning

increase in sales of 30%.”

as many companies are only just
starting to realize the potential and

VitrineMedia is dedicated to pro-

advantages of local communica-

viding optimum solutions and

tion through digital shop window

services. “Our priority today is

displays that help them generate

existing customers and their in-

more sales, increase profitability

dividual requirements,” says Mr.

and enhance brand visibility.”

❙

Guillaume. At the same time, the
company wants to strengthen the
use of advanced digital display
technologies. “We started offering
digital image solutions last year
and want to further expand this
segment,” says Mr. Guillaume.
Last but not least, VitrineMedia

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Laurent Le Fur, Managing Director of Lenôtre SA

The best reception
Event catering is the speciality of Lenôtre SA in Paris. The French company has been making eventful gastronomic delicacies to suit the grandest occasions since 1947 and is the
place to go for events for which something extra special is required. One of the high points
in its history came in 1998 with its selection as the official caterer for the FIFA Football World
Cup held in France that year. As VIP guests watched the action on the pitch, Lenôtre’s chefs
served up the culinary equivalent of a winning goal in the Stade de France. Since then, the
company has gone from strength, to strength and the Lenôtre name has been built into a
brand with international recognition.

events, including the Sydney,

name a synonym for truly amazing

Athens and Beijing Olympic

experiences,” asserts Mr. Le Fur.

Games, the Football World Cup in

Luxury catering for a luxury yacht: Who else to turn to but Lenôtre

When it comes to high-quality

“Their motivation is to offer our

event catering, there are few

clients the best of their talent and

providers that can rival Lenôtre’s

surprise the taste buds of their

service in terms of the quality of

guests with culinary creations that

the food and the imaginativeness

marry excellence with innovation.

of the presentation. It delivers the

We pride ourselves on our passion

“wow” factor by the tureen-full and

and our love of food.”

Germany, the Rugby World Cup,

Lenôtre’s event planning service

the Monte-Carlo Tennis Open, the

does not just confine itself to or-

French Golf Open, the Equestrian

ganizing the catering. It masters

Competition in Deauville, the Six

each link in the chain. From find-

Nations Rugby tournament, the Le

ing a venue to the composition of a

Bourget Air Show, the Paris Motor

menu or arranging entertainment,

Show, the Prix de l’Arc de Triom-

from the music, sound and lights

phe and many more. “We have

to the hiring of florists, valets and

more than justified the trust placed

every other conceivable ingredient

in us when catering prestigious

that goes into creating the ultimate

events and have made the Lenôtre

event, Lenôtre accompanies its

is constantly looking for ways to
improve its menu and its service.

It is this passion that shines

“We have 500 artisans including

through in every lovingly crafted

six Meilleurs Ouvriers de France

canape and intricately designed

exercising their skills in the Lenô-

petit four. Lenôtre also boasts

tre workshops with imagination,

a confidence in its abilities that

creativity and expertise,” enthuses

comes from having successfully

Managing Director Laurent Le Fur.

catered myriad major international

EUROPEAN

business

Lenôtre truly put itself on the map catering to VIP guests for the 2007 Rugby World
Cup in the Stade de Paris
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While the split between sweet and
savoury delicacies is roughly even,
Lenôtre is particularly known for
its sweet treats. Company founder
Gaston Lenôtre was praised as
the patissier of the century, and
the company’s chefs are keen to
continue in his footsteps. In 1971
Lenôtre set up a training academy
to train a new generation of pastry
chefs and chefs in the skills needed
to be successful in the gastronomy
sector. Today, the academy is the
largest of its kind in Europe with a
Opulent Napoleonic-era interiors add to the luxurious ambiance at Lenôtre’s three-star Pré Catalan restaurant in Paris
(Photo: Richard Haughton)

total area of 12,000 m2 and a staff
of 500. “The people who train with

clients with its expertise and expe-

sional standards worldwide thanks

even has an outlet in Berlin’s icon-

us are all highly motivated and

rience to conceive and implement

to our position as part of the So-

ic department store Kaufhaus des

supremely talented,” says Mr. Le

business events of all kinds with a

dexo Group,” adds Mr. Le Fur. The

Westens. These outlets and the

Fur. “However, we also run regular

truly customized service. The scale

gastronomy giant took over Lenôtre

webshop serve up a wide selection

seminars for amateur chefs to

of the events to which Lenôtre

from the Accor hotel chain in 2011

of appetizers, three-course lunch

teach them some of the classics of

lends its unique touch ranges from

with the intention of increasing its

menus, desserts and after-dinner

French and international cuisine.”

grand to intimate. “Around three

international activities. “It is cur-

chocolates, all of which can be de-

quarters of the events we arrange

rently my focus as Managing Di-

livered daily. Altogether, the menu

are for B2B customers and range

rector to increase our international

comprises some 6,000 individual

from incentives, business lunches,

presence by repositioning the

items, all of which are made with

press conferences and seminars to

brand with a new concept for both

the same painstaking attention to

corporate parties,” says Mr. Le Fur.

the domestic and international

detail.

“We are known as the place to go

markets,” says Mr. Le Fur.

for something really special. For a
handful of attendees to a few thou-

Although its event management

sand, we help our clients give each

activities have won the Lenôtre

of their guests an unforgettable

name widespread recognition

memory of an event that perfectly

among its clients, it is its work as

met their expectations and mir-

a producer of elegant sweet and

rored their corporate image.”

savoury delicacies that ranks as

›››

Managing Director Laurent Le Fur has
been with Lenôtre since 2013 and is
responsible for overseeing its international growth (Photo: Steph Peyriguer)

its main activity and attracts an
even wider audience. These are

Lenôtre to guarantee that thou-

available to order via the Lenôtre

sands of guests at a sit-down event

webshop or from one of its 52

can enjoy their food at the same

boutiques in 13 different countries.

time has been developed over the

There are ten stores in the French

years and distributed throughout a

capital alone while Lenôtre also

network of local branches that en-

has a presence in Japan, Korea,

sure nationwide coverage. “We can

the Middle East, Las Vegas, Bang-

also guarantee the same profes-

kok and Beijing, to name a few. It

11 www.european-business.com
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The logistical expertise that allows

››› Interview with Laurent Le Fur, Managing Director of Lenôtre SA

Lobster soup as a starter

White pyramid cake in a festive decoration for the Christmas season

In brief
Core Competence

Gastronomy and catering

Facts & Figures

• Founded: 1947
• Structure: Part of Sodexo
• Branch offices: 52 branches in 13 countries
• Employees: More than 1,000
• Turnover: 105 million EUR
• Export: 10%

Products & Services

• Event management and catering
• Webshop
• Training academy
• Retail sales

Target Groups

B2B clients, major events and sporting occasions, private
functions

Fairs & Exhibitions

Various gastronomy exhibitions worldwide

offer such a broad range of activi-

into its own restaurant venture

ties. We are truly autonomous and

when it took over the concession

focused on artisanal values. That

for the Pré Catalan restaurant,

involves a commitment to luxury

which is housed in an elegant

craftsmanship few can rival.”

Napoléon III listed villa in Paris.
Under the guiding hand of its head

Key to the future of Lenôtre and its

chef Frédéric Anton, the restaurant

varied activities, Mr. Le Fur sees

was awarded its third Michelin star

a single linking attribute. “I think

in 2007. The restaurant is also

that innovation will be the quality

available to hire for special occa-

that sets us apart in the various

sions, reflecting Lenôtre’s contin-

markets in which we are active,”

ued focus on its role as an event

the Managing Director says. “The

caterer. “Our marketing strategy

world is full of imitations, which

is based on maximizing our pres-

means we are only as good as our

ence across varied channels, both

next innovation. The real cause for

physical and virtual,” says Mr. Le

concern would be the day no one

Fur. “There is no one else that can

wanted to imitate us any more.”

Future

 +33 1 30814646
 +33 1 30551488

business
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Lenôtre SA

Maximizing presence across various channels both physical
and virtual

Continued international expansion, growth of 7% per year

EUROPEAN

In 1976, Lenôtre put its expertise

40, rue Pierre Curie
ZI des Gâtines
78370 Plaisir
France

Philosophy

Food as art to please the eye and the
palate from the kitchens at Lenôtre

 info@lenotre.fr
 www.lenotre.fr
www.european-business.com 12

Interview with Christelle Gaspar, Export and Sales Director of
Architecture du Bois – Terrasses Grad

Outdoor concept made of wood
It is the only invisible fastening system for wooden terraces which has been certified by an
independent body: the JuAn® clip. The ingenious development was made by Architecture du
Bois – Terrasses Grad, the European number one in wooden terraces. The innovative company sets itself apart through its 360° concept, including everything from sustainable wood
to railings, stairs and outdoor furniture to customized assembly solutions.
Architecture du Bois – Terrasses

Export and Sales Director Christelle

In 2016, Architecture du Bois –

Germany to expand our market

Grad is a leading French and Eu-

Gaspar. In 2005, Architecture du

Terrasses Grad was acquired by

position there.” Architecture du

ropean supplier of outdoor equip-

Bois – Terrasses Grad introduced

the Burger Company in Alsace.

Bois – Terrasses Grad also aims

ment and is particularly recognized

an innovative, patented invisible

As a result, the company changed

to develop new distribution chan-

for its top-quality wooden terrace

fastening system for wooden ter-

its distribution concept, selling its

nels, such as DIY stores, enhance

products. Besides wooden ter-

races: the JuAn® clip. “It is the

products not through its own fran-

automation in manufacturing, and

races, the company offers stone-

only invisible system which has

chise chain anymore, but through

continue innovating and rounding

ware terraces, lighting products,

been certified by the FCBA, an

about 100 distribution partners

off its comprehensive product as-

railings, stairs, fences, wall clad-

independent French testing insti-

across France. The wooden terrace

sortment. “We don’t offer just wood

ding and extensions, as well as a

tute,” states Ms. Gaspar. “Since we

specialist wants to grow its export

but a complete outdoor concept,”

business further, as Ms. Gaspar

explains Ms. Gaspar. “Our goal is

explains: “Our current export rate

to develop the concept further and

JuAn®

clip, we have

wide choice of outdoor installations

launched the

such as pergolas, carports and

installed over one million square

furniture. Based in Niedermodern

meters of the system.” Architec-

is 30%. Our most important inter-

become a provider of all-inclusive,

in Alsace in north-eastern France,

ture du Bois – Terrasses Grad uses

national markets are Germany and

integrated outdoor equipment

Architecture du Bois – Terrasses

wood exclusively from sustainable,

Italy, followed by Benelux, the UK

solutions and thus to expand our

Grad was founded in 1988. “We

non-tropical sources. Since 2012,

and more distant destinations such

leading position in Europe.”

are a pioneer in terrace construc-

the terrace expert has been selling

as Bulgaria, Cyprus and Canada.

tion and have been the market

its products under the Grad brand

We have just signed a distribution

leader in Europe since 2005,” says

name.

contract with a large partner in

❙

Elegant terrace in thermo-ash,
a thermally modified, knotless
wood

Architecture du Bois –
Terrasses Grad

Zone d’Activités Niedermodern
11 Rue de l’Artisanat
67350 Niedermodern
France
 +33 3 88076567
 +33 3 88078354
 contact@groupe-grad.com
 www.gradconcept.com
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Interview with Alain Jouitteau, Managing Director of PROMO GERIM SA

Building for the future
Housing shortages affect all of the major European capitals, and Paris
is no exception. As any first-year business studies student knows,
where supply is lower than demand, there are opportunities for
profit. However, the supply of high-cost housing must be balanced
with a steady supply of affordable accommodation or else the core
workers needed to keep cities functioning will rapidly be priced out.
PROMO GERIM SA is a property developer specializing in residential
projects in priority districts in the Parisian suburbs and surounding
areas. Since the beginning of the 1980s, it has built thousands of
new homes in the greater Paris region. Its most current project is the
construction of 600 residential apartments, 27,000 m2 of office space
and two hotels in Villejuif.

PROMO GERIM SA

50 Boulevard de l’Yerres
91000 Evry
France
 +33 1 69455656
 +33 1 69456265
 contact@promogerim.fr
 www.promogerim.fr

The first 235 apartments of Residence
Baudelaire in Villejuif are due for
completion at the end of 2018
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The first phase of construction on

its own balcony or terrace. Land-

applies. “Instead of levying 20%

company in good health,” says Mr.

the project in Villejuif is due for

scaped communal gardens add

VAT in these areas, the apartments

Jouitteau. “We are a relatively small

completion by the end of 2018

to the quality of life still further

we build have a reduced rate of

player in comparison to the big

with subsequent phases to fol-

while proximity to urban rapid

only 5.5% VAT,” explains Mr. Jouit-

national developers. However, we

low. Located 4 km from the Porte

transport networks ensures com-

teau. “This makes the apartments

are firmly implanted in our home

d’Italie and close to Orly Airport,

muters a convenient commute to

much more accessible for first-

region with a strong reputation and

the development is just 10 km

work.” The development is one of

time buyers and people on lower

a solid portfolio of successful refer-

from the centre of Paris and there-

the closest to the city center that

incomes.”

ences. We set ourselves apart from

fore in prime commuter belt for

PROMO GERIM has undertaken to

the city. The project is one of the

date. “So far we have focused our

PROMO GERIM targets its devel-

on partnership and close relation-

most ambitious urban regenera-

construction activities in the I’lle de

opments at two main customer

ships with all of the stakeholders

tion projects currently underway

France region, such as Essonne

groups – first-time buyers and buy-

involved in the project. Our direct

in the French capital and when

and Val de Marne in particular,”

to-let investors. Demand for new

contacts with decision makers at

completed will offer a balanced

says Mr. Jouitteau, whose father

housing is strong, and PROMO

mayoral level helps us land con-

mix of residential accommodation,

Yves founded the company in the

GERIM generates between 70

tracts more easily.”

office and retail space. “Résidence

early 1980s and still holds the

and 100 million EUR each year in

Apollinaire in Villejuif is a modern

company presidency. “We want to

turnover. The family company’s

Another factor in PROMO GERIM’s

apartment complex offering resi-

remain focused on this area as our

activities are organized into a

favour is that it is not an invest-

dential units of varying size from

work relies very heavily on building

group owned by a holding com-

ment group but a group of en-

single studio apartments to three

up and maintaining contacts with

pany which is in turn owned by the

gineers and technical experts.

or four-bedroom penthouses,” says

the relevant authorities in the local

Jouitteau family. Each company in

Its 35 employees do not see the

Managing Director Alain Jouit-

communes.” Another reason for

the group is headed up by one of

buildings they develop purely as

teau. “Each apartment is finished

focusing on the peripheral districts

the founder’s children. “PROMO

investment vehicles but as homes

to the highest standards and has

is the favourable rate of VAT that

GERIM is involved in project de-

for real people. “We want to build

velopment and management from

the best possible infrastructure to

the purchase of the land to the

build communities that function,”

design of the building and the sale

says Mr. Jouitteau. “The quality

of the individual units,” explains

and design of the homes we create

Mr. Jouitteau. “The other operat-

has a direct impact on the quality

ing companies in the group are

of life in our local area. We want

PLANCHAT INGENIERIE, which

to build long-lasting, desirable ac-

carries out engineering work on

commodation with an added value

the projects, and PROMOKOM,

that is more than just financial. My

which is responsible for market-

motivation lies in seeing what has

ing and sales.” Mr. Jouitteau and

become of these communities 20

his brother and sister Marc and

years down the line and how they

Elisabeth are Joint Directors of the

have flourished. Our goal is not to

holding while their father continues

grow much more but to continue

in the role of President.

to offer our clients a superior ser-

our competitors through our focus

vice. If we build an average of 500
However, a change is ahead at the

new residential units each year

top of the company as founder

and do so to a high standard, then

Yves Jouitteau looks towards retire-

we will be doing well for ourselves

ment. “My father will be stepping

and well for the communities we

back his involvement from the

serve.”

❙

summer onwards and leaves us a
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Interview with Philippe Payet, Managing Director Europe of Wyde

Insurance for all
eventualities
The complexities of the insurance industry have been vastly simplified through the use of software applications and IT systems. One
such product is Wynsure, a powerful, fully functional, scalable and
easily customizable insurance policy administration system developed
and distributed by Wyde in France. Covering both back office and
front office functionalities, it is mainly targeted at customers in the
life and health insurance sector.

Managing Director Europe, Philippe
Payet

Wyde was founded in France in

know-how remained in France

and gave us favourable reviews,”

1997 by two former employees

where it continues to be improved.

says Managing Director Europe,

of insurance giant AXA. Their

The first version of its Wynsure

Philippe Payet. “The greater

initial success in the American

software was launched in 2006.

visibility this brought us led in

market led them to base their

“We experienced our first big

turn to our acquisition by Indian

headquarters there. However,

boom during 2007/2008 as

IT company Mphasis in 2011.”

development work and technical

analysts became aware of us

The acquisition brought Wyde

The Wyde R&D team based in France is working on developing full-web back office
functions for the life and health insurance market

EUROPEAN
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the means to push forward its

versatile as possible in line

international expansion and new

with our philosophy of ‘adopt

customers in the shape of its new

not adapt’,” says Mr. Payet.

parent.

“Individual adaptations increase

Would you like to know what makes
companies and entrepreneurs tick?

maintenance costs further down
Wyde’s clients include some very

the line which is why we have

big names in the insurance sector

developed a standard that is

but also some small to mid-sized

widely applicable with minimal

insurance carriers. It supports

adaptation.”

insurance life cycle processing for
group life and voluntary benefits,

Wyde recently launched Wynsure

individual insurance and credit

as a ‘software as a service’

protection. “We mainly target the

solution to increase flexibility for its

life and health insurance market,

customers. A second development

although our Wynsure product

focus is on digital transformation.

is suitable for all insurance-

“We make use of new technologies

related lines of bsuiness,” says

to design a user interface that is

Mr. Payet. The software covers

straightforward and user-friendly,

back office and front office tasks

basing it on internet standards

including underwriting, billing,

pioneered by Facebook and

policy services, claims, customer

Google,” says Mr. Payet. “We are

services, analytics and document

constantly optimizing the software

management. It helps to

and want to develop new services

streamline existing processes and

that will offer customers a one-stop-

workflows and optimize customer

shop.” Wyde is currently working

service. It is also adapted to the

with partners editing, EDM, CRM

various different legal frameworks

and analytics in order to integrate

in the different markets in

these segments and offer an even

which it is implemented. “We

broader, more comprehensive

work to make the software as

product.
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Then follow us!
Read interviews, company profiles,
and business and political news via
our social media channels:



	facebook.com/european.biz.news

 www.linkedin.com/company/european-business/
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Interview with Derek Smith, CEO of
Financière Trésor du Patrimoine SAS

Mail order the French way
Despite all the grim, Cassandra-like predictions about a dire future for mail ordering against
the backdrop of increasing online sales, this special and traditional sales channel is still going
as strong as ever. In France, one name in particular has been driving mail order business to
new heights. Financière Trésor du Patrimoine SAS is a holding with a number of companies
that focus exclusively on mail ordering and online trading, thereby offering a vast range
of segments which include objets d’art, historical artefacts, coins and jewellery as well as
women’s clothing, menswear, food and wine.
Financière Trésor du Patrimoine

2009. “As we can rely on a vast

and the subsidiaries under its roof

assortment with many loyal cus-

were mainly founded at a time

tomers, we decided to distribute

when mail ordering was still the

special food products via specific

order of the day in contrast to the

brands. As a consequence, we

normal brick-and mortar stores on

developed three food brands and

the city’s high street. The company

one wine brand,” points out Mr.

was initially set up under the name

Smith. Today, Derek Smith is at the

of Trésor du Patrimoine in 1990,

head of various subsidiaries that

specialising in objects of art, his-

are all involved in mail order and

torical artefacts as well as jewellery

Internet sales with a vast product

and coins which it sold exclusively

range. “We are the driving force

through its mail order catalogues.

within our market, and the figures

“I founded the company in 1990,”

are really amazing,” stresses Mr.

points out CEO Derek Smith. “The

Smith. “Generally speaking, we

company gradually evolved and

cover three main segments, rang-

was complemented by a book

ing from art and historical objects,

range, including a number of book

food and wine as well as clothing

sourcing new products. For its

ditions du Périgord’ offers speciali-

editions.” In 2007, the brand

and everyday gadgets. With these

clothing brands, it even employs its

ties from the Périgord region,” says

‘L’Homme Moderne’ was acquired,

business areas we generate an an-

own designers and has established

Mr. Smith. In the wine market, the

which focused on mail ordering

nual turnover of 220 million EUR.

its own production, including a

company has developed into one

and internet sales. As in subse-

The brand ‘L’Homme Moderne’

China-based subsidiary that pro-

of the leading wine merchants,

quent years, the brand took over

dispatches some 1.5 million par-

duces exclusively for the holding’s

selling about seven million bot-

a competitor with eight brick-and-

cels every year, generating turno-

brands. “We offer clothing, leather

tles of wine annually. “Here, we

mortar stores which supplemented

ver of 110 million EUR, while the

goods, gadgets and electronics as

have created personalized brands

the sales structure. One of the lat-

‘Trésor du Patrimoine’ brand itself

well as food and collectors’ items.

like Chevalier or Smith, amongst

est additions was the Pierre Clar-

has turnover of 40 million EUR.

The range resembles a vast gen-

others, as well as two of our own

ence brand which produces men’s

This demonstrates the impact our

eral store. When it comes to food

brands. About 50% of our target

shirts and outerwear.

group of companies has on the

products, we have developed the

group is aged 60 years and older,

French mail order and internet

‘Léon Fargues’ brand, which spe-

while the other 50% are between

business.

cializes in foie gras and regional

40 to 60 years of age, forming the

Simultaneously, Financière Trésor
du Patrimoine entered a new mar-

In 1990 CEO Derek Smith founded the group of companies which today has been
bundled under the roof of the Financière Trésor du Patrimoine holding

delicacies. The customer finds

middle of the age pyramid,” points

ket segment when it introduced

Financière Trésor du Patrimoine

honey and confectionery under the

out Mr. Smith. “Today, we have a

direct selling of food and wine in

sees its primary role in finding and

‘Nicole Bernard’ brand while ‘Tra-

database of five million customer

EUROPEAN
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We have made it simple …
to locate the businesses
you are interested in!

Pierre Clarence offers a range of modern menswear designed
by the company’s own design team

addresses. This is hugely valuable

ist. Every year, we print about 35

and provides us with a number of

million catalogues, some of which

synergies from a loyal customer

are quite small and are distributed

base. Even though we operate

as supplements in newspapers

eight stores, they account for only

and magazines,” explains Mr.

2% of our turnover. The majority

Smith. “Our customers still very

of products are sold via our cata-

much appreciate the catalogue

logues and websites.”

and love browsing through it. This

All the interviews and company profiles
featured on our website now include Google
Maps geotagging so you can see where
potential suppliers, customers and even
competitors are situated.

is one reason why the catalogue
At the moment, Financière Trésor

in paper form will remain a core

du Patrimoine and its group of

element of our corporate policy.”

companies respectively are only

For every taste, there is the right

active in France, but export could

catalogue with an interesting range

turn into an option for the future. “I

of products to choose from. Even

do not want to continue along that

after 30 years in the business, the

path on my own but I would rather

catalogues of the group of compa-

target internationalization with the

nies have not lost their fascination

right partners abroad. We have the

to the customer. There is always

know-how and competence, but it

something he will love and want to

requires a respectable partner with

order.

books or coins, most of our products like food or everyday gadgets
can be exported easily,” stresses
Mr. Smith. A strong focus is always
on emerging marketing oppor-

❙

Financière Trésor du
Patrimoine SAS

6 Rue Anatole de la Forge
75017 Paris
France

tunities and new developments.

 +33 1 53811658

Despite soaring online sales,

 adirection@
tresordupatrimoine.fr
 www.tresordupatrimoine.fr

mail ordering is still going strong.
“Catalogues still have a right to ex-
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the same background. Apart from

Interview with Jean Degaey, Commercial and Marketing Manager of
Société d’Exploitation des Eaux du Montcalm

Pure water from
a magical region
Over recent years, supermarkets have been packed to the rafters with mineral water – still,
sparkling, semi-sparkling, and of varying mineral content and quality. As people increasingly
question the quality of their tap water, the number of consumers who choose to purchase
their drinking water in a bottle has never been higher. Before assuming that water in a bottle
must be better, however, they would be well advised to check the label; not all mineral waters are an improvement on tap water. Montcalm water, sourced in the Ariège region of the
Pyrenees, and bottled by the Société d’Exploitation des Eaux du Montcalm, is special.
“Montcalm water is exactly what

is of exceptional quality.” The huge

digestible for the human organism.

then the body has to work very hard

nature gives us,” explains Jean

emphasis on nature belies the fact

He concluded that many heart

to absorb and digest it. We choose

Degaey, who is in charge of this

that a huge amount of research

conditions are the result of poor

a water more for what it helps flush

unit. “Our water is sourced in the

has gone into the creation of Mont-

water quality. His research showed

away than for its content. You can

mountain region south of Toulouse,

calm’s product. Founded in 1990

that Montcalm natural, pure min-

find out for yourself what is in the

1,100 m above the Auzat Valley.

with the aim of producing high-

eral water, is the perfect water.

water you drink. If you let 1 l of wa-

There are no buildings there at all,

quality water, the company spent a

It has a very low mineral content

ter boil away, what remains in the

the area is pure nature. The precise

lot of time investigating water qual-

and contains very few dissolved

pan are the minerals.”

location of the source is secret – we

ity and its impacts. Independent of

components, too many of which

protect it very carefully, and no

the company’s own research, the

overburden kidney function. This

The extensive knowledge of water,

one is allowed to access the area.

scientist Professor Louis Claude

also promotes the water’s resistiv-

minerals, and the impact they have

The water itself has no contact with

Vincent spent 20 years on water

ity, which improves the elimination

on health that the organization has

the air; it is bottled at source, and

quality investigation and a further

of toxins from the body. “Water is

accumulated through Professor

therefore does not come into con-

10 years on investigating the sub-

incredibly important,” underlines

Vincent’s work has enabled it to

tact with any form of pollution. The

ject of the optimal consistency that

Mr. Degaey. “If you drink water that

enter the organic water market.

drinking water in the whole region

water should have to be optimally

is not compatible with the body,

“The purity and quality of Mont-

Even the packaging is true to the company’s philosophy on nature; Montcalm water
is sold in bottles made of recycled plastic
EUROPEAN
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Somewhere in the Pyrenees: the precise location of the source of Montcalm water is
carefully protected – the area is free of human activity and buildings
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Société d’Exploitation
des Eaux du Montcalm
Route d’Artiès
09220 Auzat
France

 +33 805 701061
 www.montcalm.fr

Montcalm water is renowned for its purity and perfect balance of minerals; sold in
specialist organic stores, it is available in three convenient bottle sizes

calm, plus the low sodium content

ing them ecologically sound and

ence,” stresses Mr. Degaey. “Quality

questions, in particular about the

makes it especially suitable for the

gentle on nature. Montcalm also

is everything. Our goal is not to be

quality of tap water, and whether

preparation of baby food,” explains

tries, as far as possible, to distribute

the market leader in terms of the

it is really a good idea to drink it.”

Mr. Degaey. “Montcalm is easily

the water using the railway network,

quantity of water we sell. Far more

The organic market remains Mont-

digestible and is the perfect water

another initiative designed to protect

important to us is that we retain the

calm’s focus, and new customers

for a balanced diet for everyone.”

the environment. Montcalm water

high quality of our product.”

in this sector are its target. Mr.
Degaey is responsible for customer

is sold primarily through specialThe concern produces several mil-

ist organic food shops, and to a

Mr. Degaey believes the demand

care, and is highly motivated, both

lion bottles of Montcalm mineral

lesser extent, in restaurants, across

for high-quality bottled water is still

by his job and the product he sells.

water every year, which is sold in

France. The company also exports

on the increase. “These days, con-

“I have something very concrete

three different bottle sizes: the 1.5

approximately 5% of its production,

sumers are far more careful about

here,” he sums up. “The qual-

l standard bottle is the best seller;

mainly to neighbouring countries,

the water they drink,” he points out.

ity of Montcalm water is also very

0.5 l and 5 l packs are also avail-

including Belgium, Spain, Swit-

“There are many brands of water,

concrete. It comes from a magical

able. Even the bottles are true to

zerland and Germany. “As far as

but a growing number of people

region, where no human activity is

the company’s philosophy; they are

our customers are concerned, the

are focusing on the quality of their

to be found. Montcalm is simply

made from recycled plastic, mak-

quality of our water makes the differ-

water. They ask very searching

special.”
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Montcalm employs twelve dedicated staff, who process a product which comes from
a magical region

business
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Quality is everything: the water is tested every day in the company’s own laboratory
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Interview with Nabil Djedjik, Managing Director of Bibars SAS

Halal and organic
Across Europe, demand for halal food is developing strongly. The European Union market for
foods and beverages that comply with Islamic dietary principles, including permissible meat
slaughtered in a ritual way, has an estimated annual growth of around 15%. This persistent
trend is benefiting companies that meet the stringent quality requirements of this fast-evolving food market segment. One of the market leaders in France is Bibars SAS, which not only
specializes in halal food but also in organic products.

Bibars is a wholesaling business

places across France, describing

with fresh meat and later added

our range. There is huge demand

and import/export company dis-

the origins of Bibars. “We started

frozen and processed products to

for first-rate halal foodstuffs.”

tributing halal, fresh and frozen
food products. Based in Stains in

Bibars was named after a sultan

the northern suburbs of Paris, the

and is located in a hall measuring

company offers a wide selection of

just 500 m2. “We are currently

raw and processed meat, drinks,

building a completely new hall that

sauces, cheeses and desserts. To

will more than triple our process-

guarantee 100% lawful process-

ing space to 1,600 m2,” states Mr.

ing and quality, all meat products

Djedjik. “The new facility means

are certified by A Votre Service

an investment of three million EUR

(AVS), a French non-profit organi-

and is scheduled to be ready to

zation providing halal certification

move into in January next year.”

services. Bibars is also very well

Bibars sells fresh and frozen meat

known as the exclusive importer

to restaurants. The company

of Moussy soft drink and the crea-

makes sure that all animals, as

tor of Chikka Tikka marinade. The

prescribed by halal food process-

company works closely together
with producers, abattoirs, meat
processing centers, and national
and international processors. “I
set up my own wholesaling firm

Bibars SAS

as it was rather difficult to get

2 Avenue de Stalingrad
93240 Stains
France

high-quality meat in France that
met the rigid quality standards
as established by the Halal Food

 +33 9 72534971

Authority,” saysManaging Director Nabil Djedjik, who also runs
several restaurants and fast-food
EUROPEAN
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Bibars offers a rich selection of Mum’s fine halal sauces for every taste

 contact@bibars.fr
 www.bibars.fr
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Interview with Michel Guérard, French
celebrity chef and Nouvelle Cuisine pioneer

Halal products are one of the fastest-evolving segments of the food market

Bibars operates in a very dynamic

alive. “We buy in large quantities

market, with double-digit annual

in order to spread the extra costs

growth rates in many European

for quality controls over a large

countries. “Demand for halal prod-

number of animals,” explains Mr.

ucts is very strong,” states Mr.

Djedjik. Bibars offers poultry and

Djedjik. “Even non-practicing

beef and has recently started to

Muslims prefer halal food if they

distribute mutton too. The com-

have the choice. Today, there is an

pany sources the vast majority

increasing number of restaurants

of its meat products from quality

and Arabic fast-food chains offering

international suppliers in Belgium,

halal products.” To grow its position

Hungary, Ireland, Poland, Roma-

in the rapidly developing halal food

nia and Spain. In addition to fresh

sector further, Bibars is working on

and frozen meat, Bibars offers

an online shop selling halal prod-

a growing range of convenience

ucts to private consumers. At the

products. Besides restaurants and

same time, the company plans to

fast-food places, the company

launch its own brand-name range

caters to the French food industry

with three halal food brands. “One

and large supermarket chains,

of these will be an organic line,”

including market-leading suppliers

explains Mr. Djedjik. “We will then

such as Auchan and Metro. “Most

have two certificates – halal and

supermarkets in France have an

organic – which is rather unique in

assortment of halal products for

the French food sector.” Last but

Muslims,” says Mr. Djedjik. Bibars

not least, Bibars wants to expand

generates approximately 80% of its

its international activities further.

revenues in the domestic market

“Before, however, we will have to

and has international customers

move to our new building to allow

in Belgium, Germany, the UK and

for continued development,” con-

Morocco.

cludes Mr. Djedjik.
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I’ve never created any
dish thinking,
“Will it be trendy?”
He ranks among the most outstanding characters in French Nouvelle Cuisine, and this
year he set a new international benchmark
as a chef. Michel Guérard and his renowned
restaurant at Les Prés d’Eugénie in the southwest of France have been awarded three
Michelin stars 40 years in a row! Besides the
jubilee, European Food talked to Mr. Guérard
about his slim approach to star cuisine and
why he welcomes the rising public interest in
the cooking profession. [...]
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